ACCESSORIES FOR POWERING ROCOIL mV CURRENT TRANSFORMERS

RoCoil mV current transformers from DENT Instruments can be used with ELITEpro power meters or any power meter that utilizes current transformers with a 333mV output. These CTs require external power and there are several options available depending on which type of meter you are using. If you have questions about powering your RoCoil mVs, contact DENT Instruments.

PX-XFMR

The PX-XFMR is a wall transformers plus power cable capable of powering up to 4 RoCoil mV CTs. It comes standard with plug inserts which allow it to be used in the United States and worldwide.

PX-ADPT-EXC

The PX-ADPT-EXC is a power cable from ELITEpro XC or ELITEpro SP for powering up to 4 RoCoil mV CTs. Note that the ELITEpro XC and SP instruments are also compatible with “bare” RoCoils which do not require external power.